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It's time to renew.

Be on the lookout for a invitation from secretary Dick Hall to renew AHPS membership
for 1994.

At the same time, once a year only, you can also join the Union of Swiss Philatelic Societies.
As a member of this union, AHPS can offer it's members the opportunity of
joining VSPhV . The primary benefit is a subscription to SBZ (Schweizerische
Briefmarken Zeitung) . This monthly journal is the Swiss equivalent of the
American Philatelist, our APS . It is written in mainly in German and also
includes some French and Italian articles, with many four-color illustrations,
ads, etc ., is well-wrapped to arrive in good condition The annual member-
ship fee is $28 .00. (It is a pleasure to reduce the fee by $2 .00 due to more favorable exchange
rates .) For further information contact Ralph Soderberg (see masthead for address).

You can join at the same time the "Helvetia Philatelic Society" (HPS) of great Britain . The
primary benefit is a subscription to their monthly English language News Letter . Annual
membership fee will be announced in Dick Hall's letter.

Both membership fees can be paid along with your AHPS dues . Deadline for payment is
December 31, 1993, for the 1994 membership . This is a firm cutoff date- late payments
for VSPhV and HPS cannot be processed.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

After reading the September issue of "Tell", you became aware that
we will be losing our very capable editor, Mario Wiedenmeier.
He resigned his position, after the publication of the November
"Tell", for personal reasons and we were not able to talk him out of
his decision . It is, therefore, with great regret that we have to see
Mario leave . He did a swell job with preparing and getting "Tell" out
on time, taking over as EDITOR under trying conditions when
being President at the same time . Mario, all of us appreciate
very much what you have done for Helvetia and express to you our
most sincere thanks.
Hence, the November "Tell" will be the last issue under Mario's

jurisdiction and we are forced now to search actively for a
new Editor . Is there someone in Helvetia who would be willing to
take over the editorship? It is out of the question that the President
will continue in the fashion of musical chairs with the situation of
being "President -> + Editor -> out" which we became accustomed to
as of late . Therefore, PLEASE, HELP IN FILLING this

position as quickly as possible, and if you don't wish to do it
yourself, at least give us a hint as to whom you feel we could or
should approach because time is of the essence!
In the meantime to secure an orderly transition, all correspondence
pertaining to "TELL" should be addressed to me at 1421 Harris
Street, State College, PA 16803-3024, USA . I will do my best to
help out wherever possible, but not as editor.
George Struble, our Auction Manager, appealed on page 191 of the
September "Tell" for donation of items for the AHPS Donation
Auction to be conducted based on the decision made at the annual
convention in Denver . PLEASE participate and help George
and Helvetia . What a beautiful chance to get rid of items which
you had filed for future action because you couldn't make up your
mind of how to dispose of them and they were too specialized for the
local stamp club auction . Now you can do both, get rid of them
and donate at the same time with a smile to your Society . Thanks
for your help.
Many of us are also members of the Union of Swiss Philatelic
Societies (VSPhV) through AHPS which is an affiliate . Do you
know that we therefore also receive annually financial support for the
publication of "Tell" from the "Swiss Fund for the Furtherance of
Philately" . These transactions are very capably conducted through
our representative to VSPhV, Ralph Soderberg and help us very
much with our budget. Thanks Ralph for taking care of this.
We have no volunteer as yet for 1994 AHPS Convention
Chairman in conjunction with NAPEX -

	

Ernest L.Bergman
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Sales Circuit Notes

Over 20% of AHPS members participate in the sales circuits . Some are quite new
to Swiss philately, some are very advanced . Here is why they participate.
As buyers they can examine a large selection of quality material at home, at leisure,
with all their philatelic tools handy . Circuits are specialized—there are forty
different categories of stamps and covers . Most circuits contain mostly material
from one or sometimes two related categories . The variety of material is greater
than you would likely find at any stamp shop, or at any but the largest bourse . Most
of what is offered is priced considerably less than it would be anywhere else.
For the seller, stamps and covers are exposed to eager buyers who have made a
specific request for whatever is in a circuit . Commission is only 12%. Aside from
return postage and insurance for unsold material being returned there are no
additional charges for other insurance, or penalties for errors.

Why not give the circuits a try, as buyer or seller, or both? The sales circuits are
an inexpensive, efficient, pleasant way to buy or sell good quality Swiss philatelic
material . An SASE will get you complete information by return mail.

Needed Now. While other material will be accepted, the following categories are
likely to be put on circuit quickly if received soon ; Cantonal, Rayons, regular
postage 1971 to present, se-tenant and tete-beche pairs and strips, better Souvenir
Sheets, Officials, (no Geneva UN) Railroads, Campione, Hotels, Errors and
Varieties, and Quality covers of all categories except post 1960 FDC ' s. Feel free
to write or call (evenings are best) with questions or comments . Emil L. Tobler,
Manager AHPS Sales, POB 26, Bradford, RI, 02808 (401) 377 2238

Special stamp for the reconstruction of Lucerne `s Kapell Bridge

Dear Customer,

As you may have heard, the PTT wants to contribute towards the cost of
reconstructing Lucerne's Kapell Bridge, which was partly destroyed by fire mid
August . An 80c+20c semi-postal stamp is being issued for this purpose . It is based
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on the design of the 75c stamp issued in 1960 as part of the architectural heritage
series and features a partial view of the 14C covered bridge and its octagonal water
tower.

If revenue from the sale of this stamp should exceed requirements, the remainder
will go into a fund for the preservation of Switzerland 's architectural heritage.

1 . Stamp

Sale

	

from 7 September to 30 November 1993
Advance sale

	

none
Validity

	

80c+ 20c
Colors

	

orange, dark red
Size

	

24 x 29mm: picture, 21 x 26mm
Designer

	

Hans Hartmann, Köniz nr Bern
Printing

	

offset by PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern
Paper

	

white, fluorescent, matt gummed
Cylinder content 4 sheets of 50 stamps

Philatelic items

As this issue is being produced at short notice, we can send you the number of
stamps and other items specified in your standing order only as part of the Pro
Juventute dispatch of 23 November 1993 . If you need any additional stamps or
covers, please use the order form that will be mailed with the Pro Juventute
publicity material on 11 October 1993.

3. Cancellation

There will be no special first-day postmark . On the first day of issue, the postmark
shown here will be used to cancel items at a special counter in Lucerne's main post
office and at the local PTT philatelic sales-point, Buobenmatt 1, 6002 Lucerne.

Philatelic items for first-day cancelling should be marked "Kapellbrücke" and sent
to "Kreispostdirektion, 6002 Luzern" by 10 September 1993.

3030 Bern . 31 .8 .93

TELL, Vol. XIX. Number 6, November 1993

Yours sincerely,
PTT Philatelic Office
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AHPS Auction 98

For this auction, the Zumstein 1992 Specialized catalog values are converted to dollars at
SFr. 1 = $.70.

Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th SL NE, Salem, OR 97301 . Bids
must be received by Dec . 15. Please allow enough time for the USPS at its busy season.

I apologize for the incorrect closing date of April 15 in auction 97 . Thank you for
either figuring it out or asking!

I am still soliciting items for the AHPS Donation auction ; I must receive them by
Nov . 10 to include them in the auction in the January Tell.

Our next regular auction will appear in the May Tell . Please submit items for that
auction by March 1, since I must pay attention to my classes as well as work up the
auction by March 15!

Lot Description

	

Value

Rayons

1

	

Z . 16H (Sc . 8) 10 Rp . Rayon II . Type 19, Stone A2, Pos . LU . Top
cut in, 3 full frame lines and margins, though close at right . Rare blue PP
cancel, A&E Gr. 12/A, #57 . Zeigler certif. Min . bid $70

	

280 .00

2

	

Z . 16II (Sc . 8) 10 Rp. Rayon II . Type 40, Stone D, Pos. LO . Wide
margins top, left, and bottom; cut slightly into frame at right . Very fresh
colors, clean blue fed . grill cancel . Zeigler certif. Min . bid $60

	

133 .00

3

	

Z. 1611 (Sc . 8) 10 Rp. Rayon II . Type 17, Stone E, Pos. RO . Light
brownish-yellow shade, adequate to wide margins on all four sides ; tiny
tear at lower left corner, o/w without faults . Black P .P . cancel, A&E Gr.
12 #235 . Initialed by von der Weid in pencil ; Zeigler certif. Min . bid $80

	

133 .00

4

	

Z. 1611 .1 .10 (Sc. 8 var.) Rayon II . Type 40, Stone E, Pos. RO. Thin paper
(Seidenpapier) . Fed . grill cancel . Wide margins three sides, cut into at left.
Min . bid $190

	

378 .00

5

	

Z . 1711 (Sc. 10) Type 38, Stone B3, Pos . RU. Black fed . grill cancel . Frame
lines cut on three sides. Fresh color. Zeigler certif. Min . bid $120

	

245 .00

6

	

Z . 17II.1 .02 (Sc . 10) Type 3, Stone C2, with partial frame around
cross. Red pen cancel. "Nice copy with full margins . Small thin at
center, otherwise sound ." Abt certif. Min. bid $600

	

252 - 707 .00

7

	

Z . 20 .1 .01 (Sc . 12) Rayon III, very thin paper variety . Plate UM II,
Type 5 . Four wide margins, extra fine with grill cancel . Min . bid $150.

	

343 .00

Strubels

8

	

Z . 23Ad (Sc. 16) 10 Rp . Strubel, 2+ frame lines and margins, fed . grill
+ orange cancel . Min . bid $35

9

	

Z . 25B .a (Sc . 23) 20 Rp . Strubel yellow-orange . Two+ frame lines.
Grill cancel . Min . bid $50

10 Z. 25B .b (Sc . 23) 20 Rp . Strubel orange yellow . Two+ frame lines,
superbly embossed . Grill cancel, no faults . Min . bid $80

11 Z. : 3C 10 Rp . grey blue. Good margin at top, full frame line left,
right frame line missing but good margin, bottom frame line cut into.
Nice Sembach cancel, A&E #5701 . Min . bid $30

70 .00

147 .00

133 .00

35 .00
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12 Z. 26C (Sc. 29) varieties : 2 .01 (missing frame line) and 2.05 (white spot to
the right of the head) . Basel cds. Two good margins, including top with the
missing frame line . Min . bid $60

	

1 15 .50

13 Z. 27C (Sc . 30) 1 fr . Strubel with fed . grill cancel . Three+ frame
lines, "a few minor toned spots, a tiny crease on one corner : no other
faults" Zeigler certif. Min . bid $235

	

770.00

14 Z. 22D (Sc . 25) 5 Rp . 3 full Frame lines . Clear Laufenburg cancel,
A&E #5548 . Min . bid $18

	

31 .50

15 Z. 21G.a (Sc . 35) 2 Rp . gray . Three full frame lines, two+ margins.
cds . Min . bid $95

	

437 .50

16 Z. 22G (Sc . 36) 5 Rp . Pair unused, 0G . The left stamp has four margins:
the right frameline of the right stamp is cut into . Fresh color. VF.
Von der Weid certif. Min . bid $240

17 Z. 24Ga .1 .01 (Sc . 38 var) 15 Rp . Strubel with color in point of shield.
Almost four frame lines . Neat SON cds cancel . Min . hid $55

18 Z. 25G (Sc . 39) 20-Rp . Strubel, four frame lines, a little dull and
unfresh, but without faults . Very clean Neuchatel 1862 cancel . Zeigler
certif. Min . bid $30

19 Z. 26G (Sc . 40) 40 Rp . light cds . Two frame laines and margins.
A couple of discolored spots on hack . Min . hid $24

Sitting Helvetia

20 Z. 29.a (Sc . 42 3 Ct. grey black . Superb centering, thin . SON
St . Imier cds. Min . bid $12

	

112 .00

21 Z. 33 (Sc . 46) 30 ct . scarlet-vermilion F M 0G, with paper remnant
on back . Fresh . Min . bid $190

	

1120 .00

22 Z. 33 .a (Sc . 46) 10 Ct. scarlet vermilion VF, SON Geneve cancel,
A&E #6007 Min . hid $15

	

38 .50

23 Z. 34 (Sc . 47) 40-ct . green Sitting Helvetia, F-VF with cds.
Min . bid $18

	

57 .40

24 Z. 35 (Sc . 48) 60-ct. copper bronze F M 0G . Fresh . Min . hid $250

	

700 .0(1

25 Z. 36a (Sc . 50a) 1 fr . gold-bronze . Light Zurich cds . F-VF. Min. bid $130 350 .00

26 Z. 36a (Sc . 50a) 1 fr ., redbrown unterdruck . F-VF, cds cancel.
Min . bid $130

	

350 .00

27 Z. 36b (Sc . 50) 1 fr ., orange unterdruck . F, cds cancel . Min . bid $60

	

192 .50

28 Z. 36 .b (Sc . 50) 1 fr. golden, unterdruck orange . F-VF, two halves
of cds cancels . Min . bid $75

	

192 .50

29 Z. 39 .a (Sc . 54) 15 Ct . yellow . F-VF, SON RAGAZ cancel.
Min . bid $13

	

32 .90

30 Z. 39 .b (Sc . 54) 15 Ct . pale yellow. VF, BULACH cds . Min . hid $12

	

29 .40

31 Z. 42 .a (Sc . 58) 40 Ct . Light gray . VF, LYSS cds and straight-line
LYSS cancel . Min . bid $50

	

122 .50

32

	

Z . 44 .c (Sc . 60) 2 Ct . dull olive . F-VF, Zurich cds . Min . hid $10

	

17 .50

33 Z. 48 (Sc . 64) 20-ct . orange Double-ring "St. Imier Messag 7 .111 .82"
cancel . F centering, "clean and proper cancellation, one slightly short pert
at lower left, otherwise without fault" Zeigler certif. Min . bid $30	 119.00

420.00)

80 .50

70.00)

70 .00
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34 Z. 48 .a (Sc . 64) 20 Ct. reddish orange . F-VF. light cds . A couple
of stubbed perfs. Min . bid $40

35 Z. 51 (Sc . 67) 50-ct . Perfs into design at bottom, irregular and close
at left . "Clear cancellation . . .N STADT . . . APR 82 from one of these
special obliterators used at that time in railway stations . It is genuine ."
signed and Liniger certif . Min . bid $125

36 Z. 51 (Sc . 67) 50-cent. Cancel : A&E Group 99 Boxed "Geneve Transit".
Zeigler certif: "minor thinning, otherwise fresh and intact . Cancellation
appears genuine, though date of use cannot be determined ." F-VF centering.
Min . bid $190

	

437 .50

Cross and Numeral

37 Z. 59A.a 3 Ct . grey . F-VF, SON Neuchatel cds . Min . hid $12

	

35 .00

38 Z. 61A.a (Sc . 73a) Mint, (partial) OG . Fresh color, full perfs,
centered F. Guinand certif. Min . hid $105

	

227 .50

39 Z. 63A.b (Sc . 75) 15 Ct. pale yellow . F mint, part OG . Min . bid $70

	

210.00

40 Z. 63A.c (Sc . 75) 15 Ct . orange yellow . F, DAVOS PLATZ cds.
Min . bid $12

	

28 . 00

41 Z. 64A (Sc . 76) 15-ct . lilac F M FIR . Min . bid $60

	

168 .00
42 Z. 81c (Sc . 114) 3 Ct . gray brown F-VF, SON LYSS cds.

Min . bid $19

	

56 .00

43 Z. 85 .a (Sc . 114) 15 Ct . Reddish brown-lilac . F-VF, cork cancel.
Min . hid $45

	

133 .00
44 Z. 85 .b (Sc . 118) dark brown violet . F mint, OG . Min . hid $40

	

91 .00

Standing Helvetia and UPU

45 Z. 67A.c (Sc . 83) 25 Ct . blue green "clear print" F, partial cds
cancel . Min . bid $I2

	

31 . 50

46 Z. 69A.b (Sc . 84) 40 Ct . light gray . F, cds cancel . Min . bid $12

	

42 .00

47 Z. 69A.c (Sc . 84) 40 Ct . dark grey used . VF centered, a couple
stubbed perfs . Min . bid $16

	

35 .00

48 Z. 67A.1 .29 (Sc . 83 var.) 25-cent. double-print . F centering . Min . bid $150

49 Z. 70A.c (Sc . 86) 50 Ct. deep blue F mint, no gum . Min . hid $25

	

192 .50

50 Z. 70A.d (Sc . 86) 50 Ct. bright deep blue ("satter druck") . F-VF,
Basel box cancel . Min . hid $12

51 Z. 67B .a (Sc . 90) 25 Ct . green . All perfs excellent, a small pert . thin.
F mint, OG. Min . bid $40

52 Z. 69B (Sc . 91) 40 et. gray . Two short perfs, corner pert'. crease,
F-VF, blurred VEVEY cds . Min . hid $185

	

805 .00

53 Z. 70B (Sc . 92) 50 Ct. blue, VF . cds . Min . bid $95

	

332 .50
54 Z. 71B (Sc . 93) 1 fr . lilac . F-VF, SON St . Gallen cds . Min . bid $55

	

87 .50

55 Z. 71B (Sc . 93) horiz . strip of 3 . F-VF, each with SON ANDEER
cds . Min . bid $100

	

280.00

119 .00

437 .50

31 .50

157 .50
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56 Z . 68C .b (Sc . 95) 30 Ct . reddish brown. F-VF, SON Lausanne cds.
Min. bid $16 43 .40

57 Z. 71D .e (Sc . 87A) 1 fr. lilac, VF, very clear print, cds . Min. bid $17 35 .00

58 Z. 72D .a (Sc . 88A) 3 fr. blurred print. F-VF, SON St . Gallen cds.
Min . bid $12 28 .00

59 Z. 66E .a (Sc . 82B) 20 Ct . orange, blurred print . VF, unclear cds.
Min . bid $13 Z . 35 .00

60 Z. 66E.d (Sc . 82B) 20 Ct. brownish orange . F, SON BADEN cds.
Min . bid $9 28 .00

61 Z. 69E.b (Sc . 84B) 40 Ct. grey F-VF, unclear cds . Min . bid $10 31 .50

62 Z. 71E (Sc . 87b) 1 fr. lilac. F, Lausanne 31 Mai 01 box cancel.
Min . bid $100 280 .00

63 Z. 71E.b (Sc . 87B) 1 fr. lilac, clear print. F-VF, LEURIER box
cancel . Min . bid $99 273 .00

64 Z. 72E.b (Sc . 88B) 3 fr. yellow brown . F-VF MLH, with minute
thin at top (the owner says -- I don't see it) . Min . bid $50 252 .00

65 Z. 75E (Sc . 97A) 1 fr. carmine . F-VF, SON Zurich cds . Min. bid $10 SFr.
37 .50

66 Z. 89A (Sc . 108A) VF used! Min. bid $80

	

175 .00

67 Z. 92A (Sc . 111) 3 fr . yellow brown . F, CHIASSO cds. Min . bid $40

	

133 .00

68 Z. 97A.a (Sc. 122) 40 Ct . light gray . F-VF (VF for this issue?), SON
PAYERNE cds . Min . bid $14

	

40 .25

69 Z. 100B (Sc . 125) 3 fr . brown . F-VF, cds. Min . bid $13

	

36 .75

More recent issues

70 Z. 101-15 (Sc . 126-36, 136a, 139, 141, 144-5) Tell's son in frame,
Helvetia bust, Helvetia with sword . F-VF, MNH . Min . bid $180

	

366 .00

71 Range of Helvetia with sword : Z . 2x107, 113y, 141, 141y, 2x161, 162,
plus overprint 151 (Sc. 2x136a, 2x137a, 139, 142, 2x143, 199) F-VF,
MNH Min . bid $85

	

190.00

72 Helvetia with sword, grilled gum : Z. 111z, 113z, 140z, 141z, 162z
(Sc . 135a, 139a, 140a, 142a, 143a) F-VF MNH Min . bid $50

	

121 .50

73 Z. 116 (Sc . 145) 3 fr. MLH, F-VF. Min . bid $150

	

910.00

74 Range of Tell boy: Z . 117-19, 123II, 123III, 124, 2x125III, 136-7,
138II, 146-7, 148II, 152, 157, 169-70, 2x171, 180-83, 185z (Sc. 146-51,

153-6, 2x157, 158-62, 2x163, 193-5, 207-8) F-VF, MNH Min . bid $35

	

61 .85

75 Z. 120-22 (sc . 164-6) 10-15 cent. Mint, HR. 120 thinned . 122 with F
centering, missing perf. Min . bid $25

	

92 .75

76 Z. 122 (Sc . 166) 15-cent . M, HR. F centering . Min . bid $23

	

87 .50

77 Z. 125II (Sc . 152) 5 ct. green Tell boy Type II. F-VF MNH.
Min . bid $35

	

70 .00

78 Range of Tell bust : Z . 126 .a, 126 .b, 127, 139, 153, 3x154, 155, 158-9,
172-3, 175, 184 .e, 184z, 149, 150A, 150B (Sc. 2x167, 168- 71, 168C, 173,
3x174, 175, 177-9, 196-8) F-VF MNH Min . bid $30

	

72 .30
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79 Z. 12611 (Sc. 167) 10-cent block of 4 with one central cds cancel
and part of a second. F-VF. Min . bid $20

	

56.00

80 Z. 128 .a (Sc. 172 shade) 15 ct . dull violet. F-VF, MNH. Min . bid $23

	

52 .50
81 Z. 135 (Sc . 189) 80 on 70 ct . VF MNH. Min . bid $50

	

98 .00

82 Z. 135 .2A .01 (Sc . 189 var .) 80/70 Ct ., "Open 8" . F-VF, without
faults or repairs, excellent perfs . Light box cancel . "It is possible that
the cancellation is equally authentic but it is difficult to prove it."
Becca-Gautschy certif. Min . bid $210

	

490 .00

83 Z. 160 (Sc . 180) 30 ct. blue VF MNH . Min . bid $23

	

35 .00

84 Z. 160.a (Sc . 180 shade) 30 ct lighter blue VF MNH. Min . bid $26

	

38 .50

85 Z. 166 (Sc . 203) vertical pair with 166 .2 .01 (rounded corner of cross) F-VF.
Single cancel . Min. bid $40

	

63 .70

86 Z. 167A.II, 168B.II MNH VF corner copies with margins, plus 167A .II,
168B.II, 168B.1.09 (Sc. 204-5 var.) F-VF with cds. Min. bid $12	 24.85

87 Z. 176z (Sc. 138a) 40 ct . lilac/greenish, VF MNH . Min . bid $50

	

98 .00

88 Z. 179 (sc . 185) 10 fr. green, SON cds . F-VF. Min . bid $15

	

56 .00

89 Z. 194-200 (Sc . 219-25) 1934 landscapes MNH F-VF Min . bid $60

	

140 .00
90 Z. 201-4z, 205Az, 206-9z (Sc . 227a, 228d, 229d, 231a, 232c, 233-6a)

1936 landscapes, grilled gum . F-VF. MNH except 202z with tiny piece
of paper (hinge?) stuck on . Min . bid $25

	

53 .00

91 Z. 209y (Sc . 236) 40-cent block of 4 with single central cancel . VF.
Min. bid $25

	

70 .00

92 Z. 211-14 (Sc . 238-41) VF MNH Min . bid $15

	

31 .50
93 Z. 216-18V (Sc . 244-6) 3-10 fr. greenish background VF MNH

Min. bid $120

	

227 .50

94 Z. 219-27 (Sc. 247-55) 1939 Exposition F-VF MNH Min . bid $13 .50

	

30.80

95 Z. 243-51, 339-42 (Sc . 270-78, 273-78a) MNH F-VF Min. bid $32

	

78 .40

96 Z. 251 (Sc . 278) on Verge paper (1 .09) and double transfer (2.01) . Rare
combination MLH, VF centering . Zeigler certif. Min. bid $250

	

155 .40

97 Z. 274 (Sc . 305) 10 fr. Pax VF used. Min . bid $50

	

192 .50

98 Z. 285-90 (Sc . 316-21) 1948 landscapes VF MNH Min . bid $32

	

63 .00

Covers

99 Cover to Dortmund . On envelope 12B, franked with Z. 58A, 59A,
63A (2, 3, 15 ct .) Straight-line WINTERTHUR and 27 .IV.86 cds
AMBULANT cancels . Very clean cover. Min . bid $70

100 RF27 .6a Flight 8 .VIII .27 Basel-St. Gallen, franked with Z . F3
(Sc . C3) . Clean cover . Min. bid $22

	

Luftpost-HB 24 .50

101 RF27 .6b Flight 8 .VIII.27 St . Gallen-Basel . Franked with Z . F3, F7
(Sc . C3, C7). Clean registered cover . Min . bid $56 Stamps cat . SFr . 101,

LuftPost-HB 24 .50

102 RF28 .5a 14 .V.28 flight St . Gallen-Zurich. Franked with Z . F3 and
two 172 . Excellent condition. Min . bid $50

	

Luftpost-HB SFr . 160
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103 RF28 .7f 14 .V.28 flight Biel-Lausanne. Franked with Z . F4 (Sc . C4)
Excellent condition Min . bid $35

	

Luftpost-HB 84 .00

104 RF29 .1f Flight Geneve-Montlucon (and train to Bordeaux) franked
with Z . F5 + 124 (Sc. C5 and 150) Min . bid $120

	

Luftpost-HB 227 .50

105 RF29 .2b Flight 10 .VI .29 Bern-Basel, franked with Z. C3 and 171
(Sc . C3 and 163) . Clean cover . Min . bid $18

	

Luftpost-HB 38 .50

106 RF34 .2b Flight 1 .V .34 Basel-Frankfurt, franked with Z . F5 and 183
(Sc . C5 and 161) Min . bid $52

	

Luftpost-HB 122 .50

107 RF 37 .2a Flight St. Gallen-Munich, franked with Z. F25 (Sc . C25)
Clean cover. Min . bid $55

108 RF 37 .3a Flight 1 .V .37 Zurich-Vienna, franked with Z. F25
(Sc . C25) Clean cover . Min . bid $55

109 RF37 .4b Flight 11 .V.37 Zurich-Prague, franked with Z . F25
(Sc . C25) Clean cover . Min . bid $42

110 RF38 .3a Flight 1 .XI .38 Zurich-Frankfurt . Franked with two Z. F10
(probably 10z) (Sc . C10a) Clean cover . Min . bid $38

	

Luftpost-HB 70 .00

111 RF39 .1d Flight 17 .IV.39 Basel-Rotterdam . Franked with Z . F4
+ 226 (Sc . C4 + 254) . Clean cover. Min . bid $43

	

Luftpost-HB 87 .50

112 SF23 .3a Special Military flight from Chur 30 .IX .23, franked with
Z . F5-6, 148II (Sc . C5-6, 195) . Clean registered cover . Min . bid $190
Stamps cat . SFr . 118 .50

	

Luftpost-HB 42 .00

113 SF29.3a Special flight 1 .VIII .29 Biel-Bern . First-day cancel on
airpost Bundesfeier Card 58 . Min . bid $20

	

Luftpost-HB 84.00

114 Air Bundesfeier 40 ct . card 61 . 1 .VIII.29 first-day cancel on card
to Berlin . Min . bid $25

	

122 .50

115 SF30 .3a (Auslikon) Special glider flight 31 .VIII .30 Bachtel- Auslikon.
On Airpost Bundesfeier Card 64 . Min . bid $25

	

Luftpost-HB 52 .50

116 SF30 .3b (Wetzikon) Special glider flight 31 .VII .30 Bachtel- Wetzikon
(and then on to Paris) . On Airpost Bundesfeier Card 66 . Min . bid $52

Luftpost-HB 140 .00

117 Z . 1920 Pro Juv . (+ additional 7 1/2 cent) + 2x128, 108, 111, 124, 137
on registered cover 13.XII .20 Zurich to Wien . Min . bid $88 212 .80+

118 Z. WI 25-28 (Sc . B25-28) 1923 Pro Juv . (+ additional 5 ct .) on 22 .XII .23
registered Zurich to Hannover. Min . bid $68 180 .00

119 Z. WI 29-32 (Sc . B29-32) 1924 Pro Juv . (+ additional 5 ct .) 10.I.25
registered cover Zurich to Hannover Min . bid $33 71 .75

120 Z. WI 33-36 (Sc . B33-36) 1925 Pro Juv . (+ additional 5 ct .) 30.XII .25
registered cover Zurich to Hannover Min . bid $32 71 .75

121 Z . WI 37-40 (Sc . B37-40) 1926 Pro Juv . (+ additional 5 ct .) 30.XII .26
registered cover Zurich to Hannover Min . bid $30 71 .75

122 Z . WI 57-60 (Sc . B57-60) 1931 Pro Juv . on 3 .XII .31 Kreuzlingen to
Konstanz. 5- and 10-cent stamps at top of cover show wear . Min . bid $28 77 .00

123 Z . WI 93-96 (Sc . B 106-9) 1940 Pro Juv . on registered FDC "Via Lissabon"
to Washington, D.C. Min . bid $170 196 .00

124 Z . WI 97-100 (Sc . B112-15) 1941 Pro Juv . registered FDC to Canada,
with censor tape . Min . bid $160 227 .50
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125 Z . WI 117-20 (Sc . B158-61) 1946 Pro . Juv . registered FDC to England,
with Schweiz. Postmuseum cancel . Min . bid $135

	

175 .00

126 Z . WI 121-4 (Sc . B166-9) 1947 Pro Juv . Registered FDC to Newark, NJ
Min . bid $110

	

157 .50

127 Z . WI 133-7 (Sc . B196-200) 1950 Pro Juv . registered FDC to Georgia.
German cancel . Min . bid $170

	

238 .00

128 Z . WI 143-7 (Sc . B217-21) 1952 Pro Juv . on registered cacheted FDC
to New York Min . bid $40

	

87 .50

Tete-beche . ..

Air

129 Z . F8-10 (Sc . C8-10) 45, 50, 65-cent. VF used . Min. bid $20

	

47 .60

130 Z . F15 (Sc . C14) 40 ct . air VF used .

	

122.50

131 Z . F35 (Sc . C35) 1941 Pro Aero overprint . VF used . Min . bid $12

	

29.75

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria . ..

132 Z . W I 27 .1 .1 .09 (Sc . B27 var .) 1923 Pro Juv . 20+5 cent . Double-print
of red . MH, F-VF. Zeigler certif. Min . bid $80

133 Z . W I 93-104 (Sc . B106-9, 112-15, 120-23) 1940-42 Pro Juv . F-VF used.
Min. bid $12

Officials and International Agencies

134 Z. D III 71y-91 (Sc . 2070-90) SdN 1944 3 ct. - 10 fr. F-VF, MH.
Min . bid $30

	

84 .00

135 Z. D IV 29 (Sc . 3031) 5 fr . VF used Min. bid $90

	

126 .00

136 Z . D IV 57-59 (Sc . 3057-59) . 1939 BIT high values, VF MNH.
Min . bid $26

	

30 .80

137 Z . D IV 81-83 (Sc . 3080-82) high values of set, VF used Min . bid $25

	

50 .40

138 Z . D IV 84-94 (Sc. 3083-93) F-VF, MNH Min . bid $60

	

140.00

139 Z . D IV 84, 86, 88, 91 (Sc . 3083, 85, 87, 90) all with 2A .01 variety.
VF used Min . bid $75

140 Z . D IV 94 (Sc . 3093) vertical pair, 2A .01 variety on upper stamp.
F-VF used . Min . bid $35

141 Z. D IV 94 (Sc . 3093) horiz . pair, 2A .02 variety on right stamp
VF used Min . bid $25

142 Z. D IV 95-100, D V 40-45, D VI 26-31, 35, D VII 21-37, D IX 1-6,
D X 1-6, D XI 1-6 (Sc . 3094-99, 4040-45, 5026-31, 5035, 7021-37,
801-6, 901-6, 1001-6) MNH F-VF Min . bid $25

143 BIE fore-runner collection mounted in official BIE book . Contains I-VIII
mint, IX mint, V-VIII complete sheets of 12 mint, Romania (Sc . B188-90).
All mint here are without gum . II on piece, creased but showing full BIE
cancel. V, VI, VIII VF used . I, V, VII on official BIE covers.
Min . bid $200. Used and on cover total $273 . Total cat.

105 .70

30 .10

184.50

84 .00

66 .50

83 .00

1064 .00+
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144 Z. D V BIE I-VIII . VF MNH . Min . bid $50 63 .00

145 Z. D V 23-28 (Sc . 4023-28) 1948 BIE. VF, MNH, with tabs.
Min . bid $10 24 .50

146 Z . D V 23-28 (Sc . 4023-28) 1948 BIE. VF, MLH . Min . bid $8 24.50

147 Z . D V 29-39 (Sc . 4029-39) 1950 BIE . VF, MLH. Min . bid $26 77 .00

148 Z . D VI 6-25 (Sc . 506-25) 1948-50 WHO . F-VF (most VF) MNH,
with tabs . Min . bid $140 315 .00

149 UN Geneva 1969-77, 1979-81 issues MNH in annual souvenir folders.
Min. bid $25

International Agencies Covers

150 Six clean covers : ILO envelopes, addressed to Montreal and New York,
franked with (Z. D III) 2x66 ; 69 ; 84 and 93 ; 75 ; 76; 77 (Sc. 2x3065 ; 3068;
3083 and 3092 ; 74 ; 75 ; 76) Min . bid $120

	

139 .30+

151 Large 8" x 12" ILO cover addressed to the AFL, Washington, D .C.
Properly franked with two (D IV 83) 10 fr, (D IV 80) 2 fr, and (D IV 70)
35 ct. (Sc . 3069, 3079, 2x3082) . Cover wrinkled, and one of the 10 fr.
stamps has a small tear. Rare legitimate high franking. Min . bid $250

152 WHO: Three clean service covers . Franked with 2x(D VI 13) 40 ct.
to Bethesda, Md . ; 2x(D VI 16) 70 ct. to Indonesia ; (D VI 17) 80 ct. to
U.N. New York . Min . bid $36

	

92 .00

153 Unaddressed special cover for European Radio Conf . 1939 in Montreux
with 12 .IV.39 special cancel. Franked with Z. 227 (Sc . 255) Min . bid $40

154 21 .X.46 14th Plenipotentiary conf. Montreux cancel on postal card
to Bern . Franked with Z. 202 (Sc . 228) Min . bid $20

155 Unaddressed cover with special 15 .VIII.51 Extraordinary Administrative
Radiocommunications Conf. Franked with Z . W II 53 (Sc . B203) Min . bid $10

156 Four covers with special UlT conference cancels . Franked with : Z . 343;
2x385 ; 436-7 (FD cancels on Postal Card with illustrations of telegraph stamps);
495 (Sc . 370; 412 ; 471-2 ; 529) Min . bid $12

157 Addressed cacheted cover 17 .VIII .59 Administrative Conf . of UIT
(first day of conf.) Franked with pair of Z . D XI 1 (Sc . 1001) Min . bid $10

158 Cacheted cover 14 .X .59 to Denmark, first day of Plenipotentiary UIT
Conf . Franked with Z . D XI 5 (Sc . 1005) Min . bid $10

159 Unaddressed cacheted cover 30.X .59 Plenipotentiary Conf. of UIT,
franked with Z. D XI 1 (Sc . 1001) Min . bid $10

160 Geneva C .C .I .R Plenary Assembly cancel 26 .I .63 on addressed cover.
Franked with Z . D XI 2 (Sc . 1002) Min . bid $10

Postage Due and Franchise

161 Z. P21B .bK (Sc . J27 var .) Basel 1887 cds . Zeigler certif: "fresh color
and properly canceled ; perfs into design at right ; one short perf at lower
left" Min . bid $120 175 .00

162 Z . P21C .c .IIK (Sc . J27a) 100-cent light yellow-green . Lausanne 1889 cds
122.50+ blue crayon . Small thin on perf, o/w F-VF. Min . bid $40
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163 Z . PP 1 .1 .09 purple lilac "Gratis" label with offset on hack . M . has most of
its gum . Min . bid $100 227 .50

164 Z . PP 1 purple-lilac . Horiz . pair, MLH Min . bid $160 350 .00

Miscellaneous

165 Z . MH WI 12 1963 Pro Juv . booklet. VF Min . bid $19 35 .00

166 UN 1976 special XXV anniversary souvenir folder with MNH 1976 NY
and Geneva issues. Folder includes illustrations of all stamps andstationery
of the 25 years . Min . bid $10

167 Hans Erni Lithograph 8 1/2" x 1 l" produced for WFUNA in 1984 for
UN Geneva Refugees issue . Hand signed, including Erni's famous dove
signature . Numbered (480 of 1000), including certif . of authenticity . Min . bid $90

168 Presentation booklet for 1989 UPU Congress . Contains 27 stamps:
Swiss Intl . offices and French UNESCO . Stamps VF MNH . Min . bid $25

Auction 97

	

Prices Realized

There was little bidding activity on auction 97, and it tended to cluster on just a
few lots . Maybe an auction in July is a bad idea, though auction 94 last July did
quite well . Any advice for me?

	

George Struble
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Charles J . LaBlonde
CURRENT K NUMBERS
Since the PTT stopped numbering K cancels, the following have been issued and
numbered by the SVP:

K 1360 3706 Leissigen 1 March 1993
K 1361 4514 Lommiswil 1 March 1993

K 285b 8193 Eglisau 1 March 1993

K 1362 8455 Rüdlingen 1 April 1993
K 1363 1337 Vallorbe 3 April 1993
K 1364 6513 Monte Carasso 24 April 1993
K 1365 1616 Attalens 1

	

May 1993
K 1366 6410 Rigi* 1

	

May 1993
K 1367 4917 Melchnau 5

	

May 1993
K 1368 3864 Guttannen 10 May 1993
K 1369 6540 Castaneda 24 May 1993
K 1370 6262 Langnau b . Reiden 12 June 1993
K 1371 5606 Dintikon 12 June 1993
K 1372 8775 Luchsingen-Hätzingen 21 June 1993
K 685b 3978 Venthône 21 June 1993
K 1373 1000 Lausanne 23 June 1993
K 1374 6010 Pilatus** 1

	

Aug 1993
K 1375 4447 Känerkinden 28 Aug 1993
K 1376 1993 Veysonnaz 1

	

Sept 1993
K 1377 2864 Soulce 3

	

Sept 1993
K 1378 8508 Homburg 6

	

Sept 1993
K 1379 6415 Arth 9

	

Sept 1993
K 1380 4913 Bannwil 11

	

Sept 1993
K 1381 4402 Frankendorf 11

	

Sept 1993
8963 Kindhausen 20 Sept 1993

* Applied in Goldau
** Applied in Kriens
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Felix Winterstein
Unusual Chargé (Registered) Franking 1862-1918
From SBZ 12/83, translated by Henry Alsberg

The "Federal Law concerning Postal
Rates dated 6. Feb . 1862" (Postamtsblatt
PA 44/1862), in force from 1. July of the
same year and practically unchanged
until the revision of 1871, set forth in

Art. 5 (Section A: Inland Traffic) : "Reg-
istered letters . . . are to be charged the
double amount and must be franked. A
chargé letter up to 10 grams in the local
rayon of 10 kilometers cost therefore
10Rp (Fig. 1), and for only 20Rp such a
letter could even carry a COD up to 10Fr,
since only the actual letter rate had to be
doubled and not any other provisions.

Fig. 1 : Local chargé letter from 1863 . It i noteworthy

that the letter instead of a chargé stamping-besides a

number- shows only the red curved or straight lines

mostly used in the Canton Luzern . After the introduc-

tion of the "perforate Helvetia" the lack of a chargé

stamping is unusual.

Below a few categories of chargé mail-
ings will be discussed in more detail
which together with the frequent chang-
es in the "Registered" fees always gave
rise to unusual franking .

1 . Registered Postcards
With the introduction of the first "Corre-
spondence Cards" in October 1870 the
application of the chargé surcharges
became interesting. Regardless that reg-
istered postcards are not seen very fre-
quently, early covers of this type belong
to the specialties of chargé mailings.

As mentioned above "registered" always
cost "double" at that time ; in the case of
an inland postcard of 5Rp, therefore,
logically 10Rp (Fig. 2) . In article 2 of PA
26/1870 the chargé fee for correspon-

dence cards was
expressly fixed as
a surcharge of
5Rp which below
will be of special
importance.

In 1871 the char-
gé surcharge was
generally fixed at
10Rp (Art. 6, PA
19/1871) and
came into force on
1 . Sept . . It follows,
therefore, that a
franking like in

Fig. 2 was only valid for 11 month, be-
cause the "new" fee was now 15Rp.

Due to the increase of this surcharge 5
years later (Art. 10, PA 28/1876) to 20
Rp, the franking for similar mailings
became 25Rp from 1 . Sept . 1876 (Fig. 3).
Interestingly, on 1. Nov. 1884 the "old"
chargé surcharge of 10Rp was reintro-
duced (Art. 7, PA 9/1884) ; it remained in
force for more than three decades, until
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Fig. 2 : Registered inland postcards cost a total of

10Rp from 1. Oct,1870 to 31. Aug.1871.

Fig. 3 : 20Rp registered rate from 1. Sept.1876 to end

of Oct. 1884.

the end of 1917, and from 1 . Jan . 1918 the
new registered surcharge of 15Rp to-
gether with the increased postcard rate
of 7½ Rp caused the little known22½Rp
franking (Fig. 4) . The most exceptional
franking of this type is shown in Fig . 5:

In PA 1 and 2/1871 the Federal
Government announced the introduction of
"Correspondence Cards for post-free
Correspondence" as of 1 . Feb. 1871 . Article 4

of this order declares
that " . .these corre-
spondence cards can
also be used for COD
mailings and that
registered mailings
as well as special de-
livery can be request-
ed." Since under the
then valid chargé
fees "double" of
"post-free" made no
sense, the above
mentioned regis-
tered fee for post-

cards of 5Rp was repeated in Art. 5.
Finally Art. 3 declared : "the registered

fee and the special de-
livery fee are to be cov-
ered by the application
of postage stamps
which are to be affixed
to the address side ."
Thus the insignificant
5Rp stamp confirms the
old view" that some-
times even the
cheapest stamps - depending
on application can give
rise to rarities . . . " .

2 Registered Printed Matter
The mentioned inland postal rates of
1862 declared in Art. 6, paragraph d)
concisely : "Printed matter cannot be reg-
istered" . Registration of printed matter
was only introduced with the revised
postal law of 1871 which established a
firm chargé surtax of 10Rp (PA 19/
1871, Art. 6) . . These mailings concerned
mostly notice by authorities, companies
or banks which by law or statute had to
be sent registered.

From 1. Sept . 1871, printed matter rates
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Fig . 4 : A registered postcard cost 22½ Rp from

beginning 1918 to end of 1920.

up to 40g were 2Rp, over 40g to 250g
5Rp and over 250g to 500g 10Rp. On
Oct,1 1872 (PA 16 & 17/1872) the first
weight bracket was raised to 50g and on
1 . Sept . 1876 a fourth weight bracket from
500g to 1000g was created . Already in
1884 the highest cate-
gory was removed,
while the others re-
mained unchanged
until the end of 1920,
with the exception of
the fee to 50g which
was raised to 3Rp on

1. Feb . 1915 . This rate
change also caused the
issuance of the over-
prints 1 on 2Rp and 13
on 12Rp as well as of
the 13Rp "Tell Bust"
stamp.

As already mentioned the chargé
surcharge amounted to 10Rp as of
1. Sept. 1871 . Unfortunately, no corre-
sponding cover from this period is avail-
able to us ; one can probably conclude
that almost all 12Rp franking of this
period were COD's . Also similar mail-

ings of the higher
weight brackets,
with fees of 15 and
20 Rp, can surely be
counted as minor
rarities when they
stem from this time
period.

From 1.Sept. 1876
the registered fee
was raised to 20 Rp.
A corresponding

printed matter up to 50 g cost therefore
22 Rp. Although such franking with the
issue of the "perforate Sitting Helvetia"
(Fig. 6) were possible for at least six
years, with the "Numeral " and "Stand-
ing" (Fig. 7) however only from April
1882 to Oct. 1884, one can designate
both variants as about equally rare ; there
remain only few specimens.

Fig. 5 : One of the rarest uses of the 5 Rp "Sitting

Helvetia perf." : this franking was only possible dur-

ing seven months.

About eight years later, on 1 .Nov .1884,
the chargé surtax was reduced to 10 Rp,
which resulted again in a fee of 12 Rp for
registered printed matter (Fig. 8) Even if
these franking- particularly with the 12
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Fig. 6 : For the rather infrequent 22 Rp franking there

are only very few cases of registered printed matter .

Since 1907 so called
private covers were
also created for
chargé printed mat-
ter. Best known are
the 12 Rp envelopes
(Z no. 121) of several
banks ; but private
covers of other val-
ues were also applied
to the same end use
with additional
franking (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7 : The "Numeral" and "Standing Helvetia" were

issued on 1. April 1882. Due to the rate changes of

1884 such franking was only possible for about 21'/2

years.

12Rp"Numeral"-
show up now
more frequently,
it 18 still true that
99% of all 12 Rp
franking are
COD's . Concern-
ing the chargé
printed matter of
higher weight brackets, these are also
now rare and after 1900 hard to find .

The increase of the
lowest printed matter rate
from 2 to 3 Rp led since
Feb . 1915, to 13Rp chargé
franking which were pos-
sible only for barely three
years . Rather common are
also in this case the 13 Rp
envelopes for "Chargé"
and Imprimé of the Swiss
National bank (Z No.
139).

Finally, early 1918 the
increase of the chargé surtax to 15 Rp
was the cause that the mailings of the
first weight bracket now cost 18 Rp . This
rate also was only "in use" for three

Fig. 8 : 2 Rp Wrapper No . 13 with 10 Rp surtax- a

little delicacy for "Chargé Lovers".
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years ; yet of the
envelopes of the
National bank
with Father and
Son Tell (Z No.
128 and 137)
quite a few have
been preserved .

Fig. 9 : 2 Rp Private cover with 10 Rp stamp as registered

printed matter (open envelope).

3 . Judicial Documents
The third part of the consideration of
Chargé franking concerns a category of
mail which although still customary to-
day and also rather frequent during the
last century- is only superficially known
to wider collector circles : the delivery of
judicial papers by mail . This institution,
first announced in 1875, made it possi-
ble to a court authority, for instance to
pay in advance the postage for the return
mail of an accepted summons of a recip-
ient.

The corresponding regulation, estab-
lished by the federal authorities on
15 .c .1875 and published in the post of-
fice journal PA No. 42, 1875 coming into
force on 1. Nov., declared in the most
important points as follows:
"Starting 1 . Nov. 1875 the post office takes
over the delivery of judicial papers of all
kinds (summons, notifications, regula-
tions etc .) in the entire Swiss federacy
under the following conditions:
Art. l: The documents must be delivered

to the postal employee (at the counter) in
two identical copies, one of which will
be delivered to the addressee and the
other will be returned to the sender with
the declaration of the successful deliv-
ery .

Art. 2 : The postage for each document is
that of an internal registered letter with
return receipt ( . . .), namely 35 Rappen in
the local rayon and 40 Rappen outside of
this rayon . This postage is to be attached
in stamps to the copy destined for the
return to the sender.
Art. 3: The delivery of the documents
takes place by the usual postal personnel
(letter carriers etc .) on the customary
routes and according to the regulations
for the delivery of registered letters . . ."

Further articles and the "Executing
Rules" dated 25 .c. 1875 (PA No. 43/1875)
contained additional, detailed regula-
tions ; among others the post office gave
the same guarantees concerning liability
which applied to other registered letters.
With the exception of later tariff chang-
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es these regula-
tions remained
practically
unchanged for
decades . As men-
tioned the origi-
nal postage of 35
and 40 Rappen
consisted of the
letter rate, the
registered surtax
and the fee for
the internal re-
turn receipt (Art.
25 of the inter-
nal letter a tariff
of1. Sept.1871
provided for that
20 Rappen).

On 1 .Jan .1918
the simultaneous
increase in the
letter and regis-
tered rates by
5Rp each caused
the new total
postage of 45
and 50 Rappen,
and only three
years later fur-
ther tariff
changes took
place . The
following closing
remarks comple-
ment the notes
under the fig-
ures :

Fig . 10 and 11 : A.J.No .2" judiciary act dated 23 Dec

1875, to St . Gingolph and back with a declaration of

successful delivery . 40Rp franking, only possible for 10

month .

(Figs. 10 and
11)- perhaps
because this
new institution
spread only
slowly. Thus,
for this period
no pre-printed
forms are
known. The
examples thus far

known are from
Trogen,
Murten, Glarus
and Martigny.

2. Due to the

discovery of important archives
(Fricktal, Ap-
penzell, Schw-
yz, Aargau etc)
the 45 and 50
Rappen frank-
ing from the
years 1876 to
1884 (Fig. 12)
occur rather
frequently in all
possible combi-
nations. This
also applies
generally for
those with
stamps from
the 1882 issue
which could
only be used for
such franking
during about
2½ years.

3. Also for the
third period
franking, now

1. Only very few
examples have
been preserved
from the short Fig. 12 : 45 and 50Rp franking with "Numeral"and"Stand-
first

	

period ing Helvetia" only possible from Apr .1882-Oct.1884.
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Fig. 13 : Private cover of the Basel civil court for the

local rayon. The 45 Rp franking was valid for 3 years

after 1 .Jan.1918.

reduced by 10 Rappen, are not rare
(Fig. 13) . After 1907 courts in Basel cre-
ated special private printing for, judicial
documents (see Zumstein Ganzsachen
catalogue) . These apparently were meant
only for the local rayon and were for 35
and 45 Rappen.

4. In spite of an avid search we have not
succeeded in finding postal regulations
for the so called "multiple addressing"

of identical judicial
documents . Based
on the discovery of
only few, but rath-
er regular mailings
it must have been a
tolerable procedure (Fig. 14). So

far we have treated
exclusively inland

mailings : registered postcards, printed
matter and judicial documents . Now a
short excursion abroad will show that
interesting discoveries are possible,
following the foundation of the Universal
Postal Union (UPU) with its important
postage uniformities and connected with
it the increasing "monotony" for foreign
franking, by the practical application of
a little knowledge of theoretical postage
rates.
The following table provides a better
understanding of all valid postal rates of
the time period of present interest:

4 . The development of the registered
postage rate for letters from
Switzerland to the countries of the
Universal Postal Union

In the years and decades prior to the
establishment of the universal postal
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agreements in the middle of 1875 there
was a similar multitude of registered
rates as for letter rates overall . Even in
the early 70's there were -depending on
the country of destination-surtaxes of
20,30,40,60,70 or even 90 Rp customary
for "Registered" . However such frank-
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s o n a b l e
means- can be
assembled
with a little pa-
tience.

Fig . 14 This "multiple letter" to six addressees from

1878 is very unusual . The fee was covered only once

with stamps of 45 Rp on the returnable part . The

written accounting -below left- points to partial cash

franking or the possibility that the rest of the stamps

were attached to one or more of the other copies doe

due to lack of space.

ing are rather rare, except perhaps for
mail to our neighboring countries, be-
cause the postage were expensive and
certainly also "unusual" . Therefore we
want to limit ourselves to correspon-
dences which originated after the initi-
ation of the UPU and which -with rea-

As examples
we shall use
letters to our
northerly
neighbors be-
cause a postal
agreement
with these
countries
came into
force early,
whose norms
led the way to
the later uni-
versal postal
agreements.
Thus, in the
fall of 1868 the
former postal
districts (Ray-
ons) were
dropped with
Germany and
Austria, coun-

tries which already possessed experi-
ence in the area of postal simplification.
A general letter rate of 25Rp per 15 gram
was introduced and a registered fee of 25
Rp was set- both rates which one will
encounter again in the UPU agreements.
Fig. 15 shows a registered letter to
Germany prior to the establishment of the
Universal Postal Union.

Now this would be the end of the story if
the UPU would have initially introduced
this registration fee - which remained
valid over 40 years(!) . But this was not
so, on the contrary : the agreement be-
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Fig. 15 50 Rp postage for a simple registered letter to

Germany, dated 13. July 1874 (letter potage 25 Rp

and registered fee of 25 Rp).

tween the 22 founding members (to which
also belonged Switzerland) of 9 .Oct .1874
which in Art. 3 fixed the "general post-
age for a simple, franked letter " to "25
centime per 15 gram", contained the
regulation about "Registered" inArt. 5
as follows : " the . . .articles can be sent
registered" and "registered fees must not
be higher than has been set for internal
mailings of the originating country" etc.

This regulation makes clear that through
the combination of UPU rates with the
inland rate revision of 1876 certain post-
age rates could occur for a short time,
until the "UPU surcharge" of 25 Rp
came into force on 1. April 1879 . The
following table explains this further :

Thus the circle
would be closed
until a letter
made us less
sure : a 35 Rp
franking to Ger-
many, but this
time from the
year 1881?! A
similar mailing
from the year
1873 with the

same "RL" helps us to solve this little
puzzle: both cases involve registered
letters in the border rayon for which
10Rp was the normal postage, before
and after the initiation of the Universal
Postal Union. Accordingly the charge
for a "border zone letter" to Germany
was 30Rp for the period 1876/79, as
shown in Fig. 16, and for a similar
letter from the "first" period only 20Rp.

5 . COD's, Special Delivery,
Reclamations, Return Receipts,
Messenger Letters
In this chapter some postal mailings
are briefly considered which - with the
exception of the messenger letters- ap-
peared only on the "sidelines" of regis-
tered franking . The present frame does
not allow the discussion of the specific
peculiarities of each category; we limit
ourselves therefore to the considerable

Letter Postal rate for Germany and Austria and R-surcharge.
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Fig. 16 30 Rp postage for a simple registered letter in

the border zone to Germany dated 2. May  1877
(letter postage 10 Rp and registered fee of 20 Rp).

Rate in force for only about 2 1/2 years.

regulations connected with "Registra-
tion".

5a. COD's
Not unusually concerning the rarity are
the introductory mandates of 1. April 1875
published in the Post Office journal (PA)

No. 16 and 17, 1874 . The purpose were
envelopes given out by the postal admin-
istration first as covers for 50 Rp, later
free as forms (Fig . 17 and 18) which
served to collect money from addressees
for the delivery of enclosures (receipts,
checks etc) . Initially the fee amounted to
50 Rp -see imprinted stamp - for amounts
up to 500 Fr max ., from 1 . Spt. 1876 up to
1,000 Fr max ., and since 1891 only
forms were issued with a fee to be cov-
ered by stamps of only 15 Rp up to 20 Fr
and 30 Rp up to 1,000 Fr (according to
PA No. 21/1891 a stamp of 30 Rp was
considered for this purpose - attention

"Standing" collectors) . A few further
remarks : 1 . In the above mentioned rates
the registered fee was included ; 2 . The
covers at 50 Rp do not carry a registered
stamping, because the designation
"Charge" was already printed on the
upper left and 3 . it is surprising that
these rates were not affected by the rate
changes of 1876 nor those of 1884, as
was the case for instance for the judicial
documents . Finally it should be noted
that the amounts collected by the post
office were delivered to the sender by
means of a postal money order (man-
date) with a deduction of the corre-
sponding fee (Art. 9, PA No. 16/1874).

5b. Special Delivery
The letter shown in Fig . 19 belongs here
only conditionally . The restriction is
that this Special Delivery letter was reg-
istered "voluntary" in the year 1870.
Only two years earlier it would have
been different:
Following an application by the postal
department the federal council intro-
duced inland Special Delivery on
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1 .Jan .1868 with its resolution of
22. Nov.1867 (PA No. 49) . Art. 1 of this
resolution declares : "Senders who re-
quest that a letter be delivered specially
immediately after arrival at the destina-
tion of the addressee, must register this
letter. . ." and further : "for non-registered
letters . . .special delivery does not take
place until further notice." Only a little
later the compulsory registration was

Fig . 17 and 18 : As of 1891 only simple forms without

stamp imprint were issued free by the post office.

Above a 30Rp franking for amounts over 20Fr up to

100Fr ; below the 15Rp fee up to 20Fr.

suspended as of 1 . Sept .1868 with a new
federal council resolution dated 17 . Aug.
Art. 3 of PA No. 38/1868 says partly:
"Special Delivery of letter mail can be
registered".

Thus during eight months a rate regula-
tion was valid which concerns one of the

discussed registered franking. It is re-
grettable that the present letter can only
be viewed as a "follower", but it is still
unusual ; a similar mailing from the first
period has not appeared so far - it would
count as a "great little rarity . ..

5c . Reclamations
Reclamations also belong to registered
mail . These forms - although rather

common are
usually not rec-
ognized as reg-
istered frank-
ing: they nor-
mally do not
carry the corre-
sponding
stamping,because similar to

COD's- they
show the

imprint "Regis-
tered" in three
languages . Two
short legal ex-
tracts from the
60's years pro-
vide some en-
lightenment :"
Reclamations
which are issued
by the post of-

fices at the request of the sender or
addressee, are to be franked by the claim-
ants with the simple fee for registered
letters" (Art. 10 PA No. 45/1862) and
"Reclamations . . are to be franked with
postage stamps and are to be sent . . as
registered letters " (Extract from Par. 3 of
the notes on the back of form No. 52").
The postal rate law of 1876 provided for
internal reclamations or circulars a fixed
fee of 20Rp which remained valid into
the new century.
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5d. Return Receipts
The institution of return receipts -agreed
upon already in 1852 with the German-
Austrian postal union- "was extended to
the internal traffic" in the "directive
concerning the introduction of return
receipts" dated 19. April 1862 (PA

Fig. 19 Special delivery registered letter from Bekken-

ried to Stans; 5Rp postage for the local rayon 5Rp

("double") registered fee and 50Rp special delivery

surcharge for distances up to ½ hour at the place of

destination .

No.34). In contrast to the reclamations a
fixed inland fee of 20Rp was provided
from the beginning which remained in
force also past the turn of the century.
Concerning registration Article 4 of the
above postal directive says among oth-
ers:
"The returning office notes the issuing
location on the address side and returns
the return receipt to it by registering the
return receipt as a registered letter to the
address of the sender. "This form also
has directions on the back as e .g. : "For
the return mailing it will be sent as a
registered letter ."

5e. "Messenger Letters"
The so-called messenger letters which
are preserved in great numbers from the
canton Luzern are not considered
rarities . Based on the interesting special
rules caused by them they represent an
"independent" kind of registered frank-

ing which
deserve our
attention.
One has to
explain first
that not ev-
ery letter of
this kind is
of interest -
one could
just "sim-
ply" write a
letter to the
messenger -
and that this
institution is
not limited to

the "messenger " . Let the postal admin-
istration speak: Messenger stands also
for "legal enforcement"— or

enforcement officials court offices and other
similar authorities which explains that
such mailings are not always recogniz-
able alone from the address . For we
differentiate two kinds of letters which
fall under this special postal category:
a) registered letters to the messenger etc.
with cash enclosed and b) registered
letters from the messenger etc . which
have been charged additionally with a
COD.

Only based on the contents can one
ascertain with certainty whether one deals
with such a letter because the post office
expressly forbade a value declaration on
the address for mailings containing cash.
Reversely letters of the second category
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are easily recognizable from the "out-
side": they must be registered (perhaps
also without registered stamping!), must
carry a COD notice (often red or blue
pencil) the postage must include the
COD provision (Fig. 20) and also here
the contents if present will confirm the
classification of our find through text
and sender.

As little as the
date of the
1866 regula-
tion can be des-
ignated as the
factual birth
date of this spe-
cial rule equal-
ly unclear is the
time of the
formal expiration
of these regu-
lations ; in any
case we have
not been suc-
cessful in finding such a directive . Al-
though it is still referred to in 1876 in
directive No. 23 from the 21. Jan . one can
suspect that this Luzern "privilege" ex-
pired with the institution of the new
postal law on 1 .Sept .1876 . With the in-
crease of the surtax to 20Rp a registered
letter with 25 and 30Rp became now
more expensive than a "Fahrpost" mail-
ing which had to be franked with only
20Rp up to 5 kilogram and a value up to
100Fr within 25 kilometers . In this con-
nection it is interesting that the post
office already on 7. Sept . 1876 noted in a
confidential (!) decree (No. 229) that
based on the existing rate structure
avoidance of the registered fee was more and
more taking place by transport of
important letters with faked value indication.
This should prove that the reason for a

special regulation for registered letters
with "enclosure" was superfluous . But
reversely since COD's in registered let-
ters also after 1876 had to be transported
by "Fahrpost " and the minimum COD
provision amounted to 30Rp, the above
supposition is only 50% supported by
present tariff rules perhaps someone can
help here?

Fig . 20 : Registered letter with COD from the year

1870 : twice 10Rp for letter and registration as well

as 10Rp provision with the necessary notices and the

remark "COD for Provision" . The address says noth-

ing of the messenger; the sender refers to the commu-

nity magistrate . The contents of the letter however

confirms that it- concerns a communication from the

messenger who probably acted in a double function.

Final Remarks
Here we come to the end of a short survey
of a time-limited period of various regis-
tered mailings . We do not claim com-
pleteness ; one or the other reader per-
haps discovered or rediscovered some-
thing - there must also be collectors who
have found errors or have additions ready.
We would be grateful for their remarks.
If the stamps in the figures with one or
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two exceptions have catalogue values of only a few Francs or even Rappen this
selection occurred intentionally ; the interested reader should be told again:
sometimes even "little" stamps become rarities if one examines the application and
that finally even applies to newer and newest issues.

PS: It remains to cordially thank M. Imobersteg Manager of the Dept. Library and
Documentation of the PTT administration and his colleagues for the kind supply
of the used sources.

Robert Gleichenhaus
A PROFILE OF A SWISS STAMP DEALER

In order for collectors to build their
Swiss stamp collections, it's essential
that they have reliable sources for their
material . In the United States, there are
not too many dealers who offer Swiss
stamps exclusively. Lots of dealers have
limited supplies, and ads do appear in
the stamp periodicals advertising Swiss
stamps, often-times rather recentmaterial.

At one time, Edwin L Chalfant, who
owns RIVIERA STAMPS, published
regularly scheduled price lists on Swiss
material, but in recent years, because of
the volatility of the market, it has be-
come impossible to offer a complete
price list . Ed, who has been a member
and strong supporter of A .H.P .S . and a
regular advertiser in TELL, uses a more
practical approach in marketing Swiss
material to his customers. He publishes
a bi-weekly Swiss bulletin and sales
sheet which consists of two to four pages
of "Swiss Stamp Offers", including eso-
teric material as well as the conventional
19th and 20th century stamps. His bul-
letins usually include two or three
"folksy " subjects which may pertain to
the Swiss stamp market, or veer away to
subjects completely foreign to stamp

collecting such as the drought or floods
around Santa Barbara, or details of a
recent trip, or tidbits about his family.

Ed sends out Swiss approvals, fills want
lists, and runs a fabulous auction on
Swiss material three times a year . Every
February, June and October he mails out
his well described auction bulletin which
contains mouth-watering offers . The
lots are particularly strong in early ma-
terial such as Strubels and other classics.
Quite a few A .H.P .S . members send in
stamps and covers, and he is extremely
choosy about the items he includes be-
cause he limits the lots to a maximum of
about 200 listings . There is no buyer's
commission but the seller is charged
20% of the realized price.

Riviera just finished its 35th year of
these interesting bulletins and 444 is-
sues have been printed . Write Ed to get
your name on his mailing list.

It's always interesting to stamp collec-
tors to hear how a dealer gets into the
stamp business . Every successful stamp
dealer has a different story to tell . Ed
Chalfant's biography tells how he ended
up as a Swiss dealer:
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"During the depression of the 1930's,
back when I was a kid in Illinois, my
parents had very little money to give to
my brothers and me for allowances. In
order for me to have a little money for
movies, and having been a stamp collec-
tor for a few years, (my relatives gave me
stamps from their mail), I found that a
couple of my schoolmates, with more
affluent parents, would buy my dupli-
cates, in little packets, for as much as 15-
25 cents each! That little episode always
remained in my mind, and was a caus-
ative factor in becoming a stamp dealer
in later years.

"After finishing school, I entered the
printing trade for a few years, and was
then called up into the Army for a couple
of years, 1951-3, and stationed in Cali-
fornia . After discharge we decided to
stay in Santa Barbara, and I went back to
the printing trade for a couple of years,
and ran a part time stamp business dur-
ing this time . Then, the printing firm I
worked for went broke . I phoned my
wife telling her I decided to go into the
stamp business full time, if she would
find a job and work for a few years,
which she did, in 1955.

We opened a small stamp shop and also
operated a mail stamp business until
1958, when we bought our present home.
I took over the Den in our new home and
went into mail order stamp dealing ex-
clusively, and began specializing in Swit-
zerland, as I felt that worldwide collect-
ing was on its way out due to large
number of new issues being released
each year, not to mention the formidable
job of collecting the world, which is even
more difficult with each passing year.
Today most dealers specialize, and I still
feel it was a good decision .

"I got into specializing in Switzerland
when I bought a very large dealer ' s
stock, when we had our store . The Swiss
section was huge, and I very much liked
the design and the popularity of Swiss
stamps, as well as its' fiscal stature.
Since that day in 1958, I've never looked
back, and still feel I made a very good
decision . I've met so many nice people
through the mails and in person over the
past 38 years of full time dealing that I
think I have the best job around.

"As mentioned, my office was at first in
the den in our new home, but in 1975, I
was outgrowing this room, and we de-
cided to build an office over our garage,
and we have plenty of room for future
expansion should it become necessary.
My wife and I worked together in this
business over the years, and as a result
have raised three sons and seen them get
married, paid off our home, and enjoy
going to work every day.

"We attribute our success to our
customers, many of long standing. Some, still
active, have been with us since 1958!!
We thank them all . We believe in com-
plete integrity in selling and buying,
with a complete guarantee on everything
we sell, no time limit, and we are sure it
has paid off on both sides.

"I do not collect stamps at all, not even
Swiss . If I did, I would become my own
best customer . Everything I buy is for
sale, the only way in my opinion . I get
much enjoyment just out of handling the
stamps every day.

"I 've been a member of the A .H.P .S.
since it's beginning, and fora number of
years before that, a member of Swiss
American Stamp Society . At least once
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a year, and sometimes twice, I've given a number of the conventions and always
information on joining the A .H.P .S . in enjoy the friendship with A .H.P .S.

mem my bulletin, and hope I'm responsiblebers.They are the best!"
for some members joining . I've been to



M . Rutherfoord
Did you know?
From the Helvetia News Letter, Helvetia Philatelic Society of Great Britain, July - September 1993

- that the PTT, as part of the 150 years
Swiss stamps celebrations, has run a
complex philatelic competition for clas-
sic stamps valued at 45.000 SFr . After
visiting dozens of POs during 4 weeks it
became clear that the same two stamps
were missing from everyone's collection.
Now the PTT have had to admit, on TV,
that only 2% of the 1 million sets of
sheets distributed had the two missing
`stamps', so that 98% of the contestants
still cannot even qualify for the main
draw. Taking the easy way out the PTT
blame the English firm which devised
the scheme!
- that not only in Russia can one be
rehabilitated today, but also in Basel,
where the City Council has just

rescinded the arrest order issued for their offi-
cial doctor, Paracelsus, in 1528 . That
would have made a nice special cancel-
lation to go with the current 60c stamp
issued 500 years after his birth.
- that I find the two Europa stamps not
very exciting. The PTT said in their
sales literature that Mario Botta, the
well-known Swiss architect, had de-
signed the stamps . As the NZZ said he
had designed the buildings shown, and
no word about the stamps, I asked the
PTT who was right . The official answer:
"that it is obvious that he designed both
the buildings and stamps" . I don ' t think
it is clear at all, why tell half the story in
their otherwise excellent brochure . The
60c stamp shows a house in Villeur-
banne, France . This turns out to be a
district of Lyon!
- that the 1993 issue of the PLZ (post-
code) booklets, alphabetical and numer-
ical, is still not available. They are free,

but to cover postage and packing, send
me a UK postal order for £1, or2.20 SFr
in stamps if you want the pair ; in July I
expect.
- that there is a very interesting exhibi-
tion in the PTT Museum on Postal Coach-
es . I think all possible types are on show,
and an interesting book to go with it.
Tuesday to Sunday, 10 a . m . to 5 p.m, and
the entrance costs 2 SFr, or 1 SFr for
OAPs (or in military uniform).
- that I visited the exhibition in the PTT
Museum on the rejected designs for the
controversial '150 Years Swiss Stamps ' .
Of those submitted by the class mates of
the winner I found none better, but among
those submitted by other artists there
were two trios I found to have been more
classic in their approach, and therefore
more acceptable to collectors . But that is
only my opinion, in a minefield of con-
flicting views and opinions.
- that the PTT is cutting back on the
TPO's . In 1982 there were 500 staff,
now this year the number is to be cut
from 400 to 360 . More sorting can now
be done automatically in the MLO ' s in
the main centers, instead of on the way.
- that in the March issue I showed the
projected cancel to be used in Germany
on 1 .3 .93 to commemorate 150 Years
Swiss Stamps, but the cancel actually
used is shown here, an improvement.
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- that a bit late I have found an interest-
ing cancel and stamp from Uruguay of
1991 . The white
cross is a bit
small, but can be
forgiven.
- that as I write
this in mid-July
it is 4°C colder
than it was in

January! If
this goes
on we will
have the

Pro Patria stamps for X-mas, and the Pro
Juventute for the 1st of August!
- that the published sales of the above
stamps showed a reduction, but because
of the greater surcharge the net profit is
still larger than before . The total stamps
printed are 714 m, dropped from 757 m;
PTT 497 m and Courvoisier 217 m.
Nevertheless the WIFAG SSR3 printing
machine has been taken out of service by
the PTT leaving them with only the
newest, the electronically-controlled
Goebel . The co-operation with Cour-
voisier proceeds apace, but their last
machine will not be moved from Bern.
- that the number of philatelic subscrib-
ers for new issues has dropped from
194,647 to 192,129, with more than a
third outside Switzerland .

that according to Markus Seitz of Lu-
zern, the ATM specialist, the PTT will

introduce a new `picture ' and/or paper
this year for the Swiss Frama machines,
and there might be a special `stamp' in
1995 on the occasion of the Exhibition
in Basel for 150 years Basel Dove.
- that there are now 1200 Frama ma-
chines in service in Switzerland, all
with the 10-button selector; i .e ., the
remaining old 4-button type have all
been retro-fitted, as they say . Now an-
other 800 have been ordered by the
PTT. The old handle type, for 10c and
50c stamps, are being steadily with-

drawn as they are not sufficiently 'van-
dal proof. However, not everyone can
operate these 10-button machines easi-
ly, and they can be jammed with foreign
coins, not usually by accident.
- that the term `Phantom PO' has been
given, by the SVP, to those places which
have a pictorial K-cancel but no PO as
such . The new Rigi cancels triggered
this off, but before this there was the PTT
Museum, the Luzern Transport Muse-
um and others . Now we have one for the
Olympic Museum in Lausanne, K 1373,
used uniquely in an MPO on the first
day.
- that another `first off is the cachet `St.
Galler Kinderfest 1993' used with the
St . Gallen Philatelic Bureau date stamp
(K 1135) . This procession is always
subject to the weather, and in previous
years had often caused confusion be-
cause the allocated MPO was not avail-
able due to a postponement, so this year's
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solution is a neat way out.
- that another first is the use of orange for
a PTT label, and is rather special . It is to
be used by the sender of a parcel if he
knows that the recipient will fetch it
from his PO Box at the weekend, if not
there is trouble they tell me . Parcels are
not usually distributed at the weekends,
not even to box holders, hence the label
for this new service, at no extra cost.
Used examples will be rare . (See page
234)
- that I have won one of the 2000 supple-
mentary prizes, a good rucksack, in the
great PTT Stamp Album Competition
(see page 233 first paragraph) by send-
ing in ten entries, without the infamous
pair . The PTT added these prizes at the
last minute, when the unfairness of their
main draw was made clear to them . I also
got nine useful FDC ' s for the tries.
- that for SFr 29 .80 you can obtain from
the SBB/CFF a 3'/2 " computer disk with
their whole train and ship timetable but
excluding so far postal coaches and
mountain cable cars . It gives instant
connections, on your PC, between any
two stations, including costs, time taken
for up to five changes.
- that recently I had the chance to exam-
ine nearly 2000 stamped covers used in
April and May. Almost a third of the
stamps were damaged or poorly can-
celled. Of the 115 (60c or 80c) 150 Years
of Swiss Stamps found, 69 were stuck on
horizontally . Of the few stamps stuck on
upside down, practically all were the l 0c
cow. Only one cover did not
have the postcode in the ad-
dress . Less than 10% were A
mail.
- that as the A mail has not
reached the expected 20%,
i .e ., only 17% generally,
another rise in rates is to

come, unless the position improves soon.
- that on the 30th July another stretch of
the rejuvenated Furka-Oberalp line, from
Realp to the old tunnel, was re-opened
with the `virgin' SLM 1913, ex-Viet-
nam, steam loco `Furkahorn ' . In 1996
the whole of the old route from Realp to
Gletsch to Oberwald should be in week-
end service with five steam locos.
- that Volume 6 of Gene Kelly 's "Fiscal
Stamps of Switzerland" is in prepara-
tion, so any examples from the Canton of
Aargau should be sent to him at : Zelg-
strasse 7, CH-8253 Diessenhofen.
- that a comprehensive, well-illustrated
booklet, 94 A5 pages in German, has
been published by the Stamp Collectors
Club of Liestal on the Post and Aviation
History of the Basel Region, and of Li-

estal in particular, home of Oscar Bider
and others.
- that the PTT have a number of very fine
posters left over from the 1991 issue of
the four Pioneer Aviators . Write for a
free copy while they last (Philatelie, CH-
3030 Bern).
- that they also have a booklet in English
issued at that time showing methods of
stamp production and printing using
illustrations from the above issue.
- that Weggis was (is?) one of the most
popular resorts for British holidaymak-
ers and thousands of picture postcards
were sent home . The SVP are studying
the machine cancels used from 1965 to
1974, the small 22 mm diameter 'Weg-
gis' die, have Members any? The illus-
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tration below shows one of the slogans
used.
- that the famous Unspunnen stone (Z.
No. 655) was stolen on 3rd June 1984 by
Jura `Freedom Fighters', but a copy has
now been made for the September 1993
games and festivities near Interlaken.
The record throw of this 83 .5 kg stone is
only 3 .93 m, excluding it from Olympic
status.

Letters to the Editor
Submitted by ROGER A . HEATH
When I go to a bourse, I prefer to have a
positive key for identifying plate variet-
ies, while I'm still at the dealers table.
This may be very basic, but I don ' t have
much confidence in catalogue descrip-
tions to help me find Zum# 205 . I have
discovered a variation in the original
and re-engraved plates, which helps me
to quickly separate them.

The only reference I have seen, as a
means of identifying the original plate,
requires a visual differentiation of
lighter (Zum #205), or heavier lines (Zum#
205A) . There is a 300x price difference
in Zumstein . There is no separate listing

in Scott, therefore, they are mixed to-
gether in glassines, stock books, and
mini-collections.

The enclosed copy from Zumstein Spe-
cialized shows the area of interest . In
the riverbed to the right of the bridge is
a series of four boulders . The lower right
boulder is formed like an inverted "U".
In the original plate this boulder has
three small shading lines, while in the
re-engraved plate there are only two . I
always take a magnifier to a bourse, so
this becomes a very quick check in sep-
arating the two plates . This identifica-
tion has worked well in separating 205z

and 205Az, which
are the grilled pa-
per varieties of the
same plates.

I think this will
help someone like
myself, who likes
to look for variet-
ies that are listed
in Zumstein, but
not catalogued by
Scott.
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AHPS Donation Auction
Special Announcement

In order to assist AHPS' finances, our
board has asked for a Donation Auction.
The earliest possible date for such an
auction is January 1994 ; we thus request
donations of auctionable items by
November 10.

The entire proceeds of this auction
will go to the AHPS treasury . Donors of
items can therefore make a significant
contribution to supporting and enhancing
the financial strength of our society . Only
a few of us serve as officers and directors
of AHPS, and not very many of us
contribute articles to Tell, but many of us
can contribute to the society's health by donating auction lots!

Take some time to look over your Swiss or Lichtenstein
collections and duplicates for a few nice items for the Donation
Auction . Obvious choices may include the odd items that you
once thought you would start collecting but now realize that you
won't . Minimum lot sizes are waived for the Donation Auction ; I
may group some items into larger lots for sale . Donated lots
should be clean, undamaged items that your fellow collectors
would be pleased to include in their collections.

We have had a number of donation auctions over the years,
usually every three years or so . Donation auctions provide an
exciting opportunity to extend our collections while helping AHPS.
Our last was November 1990, with a second section January
1991 . So it's time again!

Unsold lots will either be held for another future auction, or be
placed for sale in the AHPS Sales Circuits.

Send your Donation Lots to George Struble, 210 18th St.
NE, Salem, OR 97301 by November 10, 1993
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For me it's time to say good-bye . This is the last Tell I'm assembling.
An editor will have to be found to take over this rather challenging job.
I had the pleasure to meet many wonderful people and learned many
new things . I owe many a sincere thank you, but foremost to the printer
Roland Essig . Barely ever mentioned but he did a great job.

Thank you for having had the privilege to serve you.

Mario Wiedenmeier

WE NEED AN EDITOR!
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